ABSTRACT To improve the network resources utilization and the quality of service, the provision of an adaptive and customizable network service is deemed a feasible approach. In this paper, based on the quality of service (QoS)-aware traffic classification and real-time network status, an adaptive update mechanism is presented to change the traditional rigid update techniques in software-defined networking. The developed update mechanism aims at abstracting the common update mechanism into update operations and calculates the update sequence on the operation granularity. The mechanism has three work modes, and each mode has a corresponding algorithm. It can adjust the work modes adaptively based on the network condition and the flow QoS requirements to improve the performance. The experimental results demonstrate that the three work modes can achieve optimal performance in ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) overhead reduction, delay, and bandwidth consumption, respectively. For example, when the tri-fusion work mode is leveraged, it provides at least an 85% reduction of the additional TCAM overhead and improves by at least 9%, 65%, and 82% compared to other work modes and the compared algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the ability of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) to improve network resource utilization and simplify network maintenance and management, it has been widely recognized as a promising networking paradigm for next-generation networks [1] , [2] . SDN's ''control-forward'' separation architecture promotes network evolution and provides great flexibility for innovation [3] . However, although SDN has many advantages, efficient and reliable end-to-end transmission is still difficult to design and implement the SDN architecture due to the diverse QoS requirements of applications and frequent routing updates [4] . To be compatible with various types of network applications, improving the network resource utilization and achieving fine-grained control, leveraging customized and differentiated update schemes based on QoS requirements and the real-time network status, is a feasible approach. Further to the dynamic characteristics of the network, updates are common management and maintenance operations conducted to achieve routing adjustments, vulnerability repairs, and other goals. Although the control logic of the SDN is concentrated in controllers, it still cannot synchronize updates for all switches. Moreover, due to the complex and varied network environment, the installation time required to update different switches is unpredictable. Therefore, before the network update is completed, the configurations of different switches may be inconsistent. This inconsistency can cause a series of abnormalities such as loops and black holes. Therefore, a basic problem in updating the network is to make sure the consistency of packet forwarding. There are two consistency models for network updates. During the update process, strong consistency means that the flow forwarding takes either the first path or the final path: no other choices are expected to be available. In contrast, weak consistency means that the update process can only ensure a loop-free, black hole-free or other consistency features. The final path is adopted only after the update is complete.
Many studies in the field of consistent network updates revolved around deterministic mechanisms for specific needs, which are inflexible to some extent for variable network environments and diverse application requirements. For example, when the Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) resources in the network are insufficient, the algorithms based on a two-phase commit mechanism [5] will occupy too many TCAM resources and affect the installation of the latter operation and maintenance rules. Some delay-sensitive flows may require packets to be forwarded along the final path as soon as possible. Therefore, techniques based on an ordered scheduling mechanism that requires several steps to complete the update are inappropriate [6] . Based on the above knowledge, if the SDN update process can adjust the update mechanism adaptively according to the network status (node TCAM, link bandwidth) and flow requirements (delay, bandwidth requirements), it can achieve higher network resource utilization and better QoS.
To handle this challenge, we propose a novel SDN network update mechanism based on the QoS-aware flow classification. This update mechanism achieves the QoS-aware flow classification via deep packet detection and a semi-supervised learning mechanism. On this basis, the update algorithm can adaptively adjust the working modes according to the application flow requirements (delay, bandwidth requirement) and the network resources status to customize diverse update performance. Therefore, higher network resource utilization and better QoS can be achieved.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:
1. A Lightweight Fusional Update Mechanism (LFUM) that helps satisfying the requirements of the adaptive update mechanism. 2. An algorithm that combines source routing, ordered scheduling, and two-phase commits mechanism to achieve consistent SDN updates. LFUM has several working modes and can adjust the update performance in accordance with the network status and requirements. Additionally, the LFUM can also adjust the consistency model; thus, it is able to achieve not only strong consistency updates but also weak consistency updates. The design of the LFUM is described in details later in this paper. 3. A set of experiments that verify the performance improvement of the proposed algorithm based on the use of a real topology dataset and compare the LFUM with prior update techniques. The experiments prove that any of the LFUM update work modes can achieve better performance than the prior techniques and other work modes in one of the three aspects: TCAM reduction, update delay, and bandwidth consumption. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces related work on the consistent SDN update. Section III discusses the QoS-aware flow classification framework used by this paper. We showcase the principle and model of LFUM design in Section IV and the specific detail of the update algorithm in each LFUM work mode is introduced in Section V. The performance evaluation is presented in Section VI; followed by conclusions in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
To achieve a consistent update of the SDN network, many techniques have been proposed in the literature. The core of the techniques proposed in [5] and [7] - [9] is that, through rule duplication, all involved nodes maintain the initial rules and the final rules simultaneously. The forwarding rule is determined by tags added to the packet header. This mechanism, for completing network updates based on tag-andmatch operations, is called two-phase commit mechanism. Although this mechanism maintains strong consistency during the update process, it also results in double consumption of TCAM resources. Since TCAM storage is expensive and requires considerable power [10] , the two-phase commit mechanism is not always suitable. The techniques presented in [6] and [11] - [15] are based on applying specific constraints (e.g., congestion-free, loop-free, and blackhole-free) to calculate the update sequence. Then, they update the network by following the calculated sequence. This mechanism that modifies the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) using a calculated sequence is called ordered scheduling. The advantage of this mechanism is that it does not require additional TCAM resource consumption, but it generally maintains weak consistency properties, such as loop-free [11] , black hole-free [6] and congestion-free [12] - [14] . Strong consistency can be ensured by only few techniques (e.g., [15] ). Nevertheless, ordered scheduling still suffers from intrinsic drawbacks because an update sequence that supports strong consistency is not yet available [15] . Vissicchio et al. [16] combine both mechanisms via proposing a new GPIA+FED algorithm. The algorithm starts updating the network with the GPIA algorithm based on the ordered scheduling mechanism, and, then, leverages the FED algorithm based on the two-phase commit mechanism to complete the update of the remaining nodes. The sequential use of GPIA+FED mechanisms ensures strong consistency during the network update and reduces TCAM overhead to some extent. When the GPIA algorithm fails or the effect is not sufficient, the TCAM overhead approaches that of the two-phase commit mechanism.
The proposed LFUM is distinguished from other update techniques in its (i) working principle, and (ii) the way it functions. For the working principle, unlike the mechanisms in [5] and [6] , LFUM does not leverage a sequential utilization [16] or comprehensive utilization [17] of the ordered scheduling and two-phase commit mechanism. But rather, LFUM imposes source routing technique into the network update and leverage three different mechanisms to update the network. It abstracts the source routing, ordered scheduling, and two-phase commit as a series of operations. Then, it calculates the operation sequence at the node operation granularity. Regarding how LFUM functions, unlike the policy-preserve update technique in [17] , which calculates the update sequence based on a different operation policy, LFUM is a QoS-aware adaptive update technique. Hence, it calculates the update sequence based on the QoS VOLUME 7, 2019 requirements of per-flow. This also differentiates the LFUM from the GPIA+FED [16] , which is a strong consistency update technique that deemed inflexible and cannot adjust the update performance according to the requirement or status.
III. QOS-AWARE FLOW CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DPI AND SEMI-SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING
In this section, we introduce a QoS-aware flow classification method based on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [19] and semi-supervised machine learning. Next, a feasible QoS-aware adaptive update mechanism based on the QoS-aware flow classification is discussed. Our update mechanism offers adaptive update strategy according to flow QoS requirements and network status, which makes it unique and different from other similar mechanism.
To achieve fine-grained control and differentiated services of flows, it is crucial to identify the QoS requirements of different application flows. However, current SDN networks can only gather information from layer 1 to 4 in the OSI model [18] , but cannot identify a specific application information. Therefore, to implement the QoS adaptive update, it is necessary to identify and classify the flow features of diverse applications, thus discriminating between the QoS requirements of different application flows.
In prior studies in DPI and Machine Learning (ML) have been widely used for flow classification. The DPI techniques are limited by a payload and port encryption, which are proprietary protocols. Thus, these techniques cannot identify all flows. In contrast, the ML mechanism needs not to check the packet payloads. It only needs to extract features at the flow granularity, such as the packet size, protocol, and arrival interval of the first N data packets, to effectively classify the encrypted flows. However, the premise of supervised learning is that all flows in the training dataset have been correctly labeled as known applications [20] , [21] , which is not realistic in real networks. Unsupervised learning datasets are completely unlabeled, but it is unrealistic for unsupervised learning to achieve performance with low complexity [22] . Therefore, this paper exploits the semi-supervised learning technique Laplacian SVM [23] and DPI to achieve the QoS-aware flow classification mechanism [24] . The QoS requirements of flows, as well as common application types, are listed in Table 1 . The mechanism uses DPI to maintain a partially labeled database. Based on the database, the classifier can be trained. With the trained classifier, application flows can be classified. It is worth noting that since the training dataset is dynamically updated, the classifier can be retrained periodically with the training dataset, which ensures the evolution and an update of the classifier, so it can adapt to the rapid emergence of new network applications. 1 After the principle of the QoS-aware flow classification is clearly proposed, a specific classification and scheduling module can be deployed in the SDN controller, and its design framework is shown in Fig. 1 . The framework comprises several modules: selector, DPI, classifier, and scheduler. The ''selector'' detects QoS-significant ''elephant'' flows. ''DPI'' module can label part of flows with their corresponding QoS classes listed in Table 1 . Therefore, we can maintain a partially labeled database to train the ''classifier'' module. The update QoS requirements can be determined by the trained classifier. Then, the ''scheduler'' module determines the update strategy according to the flow QoS requirements and the network status information obtained by interacting with other modules. The update process should follow the update strategy. The selection and customization process of the update strategy can be manually adjusted in line with the actual network status and the operator requirements (e.g., the threshold of the remaining bandwidth and the TCAM idle resources are set). If the remaining bandwidth or the TCAM idle resources in the real-time network is lower than the threshold, the corresponding element is viewed as a key that limits network performance. In such a case, saving the corresponding resource becomes the priority when updating. Conversely, it is a key priority to meet the QoS requirements of the flows. If happens that two types of resources are below the threshold at the same time, the priority can be set manually.
In this paper, the corresponding update strategy is divided into three work modes, namely, TCAM overhead reduction, low update delay and minimal bandwidth overhead. The subsequent algorithm design section specifies the implementation of these three work modes.
IV. PRINCIPLE AND MODEL OF THE LFUM DESIGN
In this section, we introduce the principle and model of the LFUM design. First, we discuss the basic update mechanisms that the LFUM need leverage. Then, we introduce the overview of the LFUM. At last, an update use case of LFUM is described in details.
A. BASIC UPDATE MECHANISM
The update algorithm of the LFUM work modes at most involves three update mechanisms: the two-phase commit mechanism, ordered scheduling and source routing [25] . To facilitate the subsequent explanation, the three update mechanisms will be briefly introduced in this section.
1) TWO-PHASE COMMIT MECHANISM
The two-phase commit mechanism can update all flows consistently when idle TCAM resources exist in the nodes. The core of this mechanism is that the involved nodes maintain both the initial and final rules simultaneously and determine the forwarding rules by labels added to the packet headers. Fig. 2 depicts a specific update case using the two-phase commit mechanism. Nodes u, v,and z maintain both the initial and final rules to the destination d simultaneously, namely, R i (d) and R f (d). When the source node adds an initial label to the packets, the packets will be forwarded to d along the initial path. Subsequently, after the final label is added, the packets to d will immediately be forwarded along the final path. Therefore, when the node's TCAM resources are sufficient, the mechanism enables these packets to be forwarded along the final path with only a short delay. When the TCAM resources are insufficient, the update process will be divided into multiple rounds, which result in a large update delay [7] .
2) ORDERED SCHEDULING MECHANISM
The ordered scheduling mechanism implements updates without TCAM overhead via removing the old rules and installing new ones following a calculated sequence. However, strong consistency update sequence for this mechanism does not necessarily exist. As the update cases shown in Fig. 2 , in the initial configuration, regardless of which one of the three nodes: u, v, d, is updated first, path inconsistency will be caused. Hence, the ordered scheduling update mechanism is unsuitable to handle this update case. Additionally, update steps of the ordered scheduling are related to the length of the calculated sequence and the number of nodes to be updated in the network. The update steps may be rather large. Moreover, only after the update is completed can the flows be forwarded along the final path. As a result, the update delay is substantial.
3) SOURCE ROUTING MECHANISM
The key when applying the source routing to the update is to determine the appropriate existing path segments to be spliced into the final path segment and adding the appropriate Segment Identifier (SID) to the corresponding packets at the ingress node for forwarding. The premise of using the source routing to splice the final path is that the final path can be spliced by existing path rules; that is, the flow is segmentable. If the final path contains a new rule, that is not included in the current FIB, the source routing cannot complete the update because the final path cannot be spliced. Therefore, the biggest challenge in applying the source routing mechanism for network updates is to identify all the segmentable flows in the set of flows to be updated and find appropriate segmentation. The segment identifier list (SL list) is added by the ingress node to the packets and is composed of the last nodes of the segments except for the last path segment in the segmentation. As is shown in Fig. 3 , since the path segment <u, v, z> exists, the final path <u, v, z, d> has a segmentation <uvz, zd>; thus, the SL of this segmentation is {z}. The segment set <uv, vz, zd> is also a feasible final path segmentation, but the SL of this segmentation is <v, z>. Because the SL of the latter is longer than that of the former segmentation, the extra bandwidth burden introduced is greater; consequently, it is not the best segmentation. In general, the algorithm needs to find the shortest splicing set of SL among all feasible splicing sets to reduce the bandwidth burden on the network.
The source routing mechanism has some obvious advantages for completing network updates that are: (1) the source routing mechanism adds additional rules at the ingress node, while the other nodes do not need to consume additional TCAM resources; (2) after the SID list is installed, the segmentable flows can be forwarded along the final path as the SID is gradually populated. Thereof, the source routing can update the segmentable flows with only a very small delay.
B. USECAES AND OVERVIEW OF THE LFUM
The essence of the network update process is to gradually change the configuration of the nodes in the network until all the nodes have achieved their final configuration. To explain clearly, we denote x as a node and use f to represent a flow. In addition, we denote θ as matching tags, and ∅ means no tag is installed. During the SDN network update process, the node can perform the following operations: (1) sub(x, f), install or delete the routing rule about flow f in the FIB of node x; (2) add_SID(x, f,θ ) the ingress node x adds the source routing SID to the packets of flow f ; (3) add_tag(x, f,θ ), node x adds a matching tag to the packets of flow f ; and (4) match(x, f,θ , ∅), node x maintains both the initial and final rules simultaneously and forwards the packets according to the tags.
It is a duplication and matching operation. These operations can all be targeted to a specific destination. Since it is impractical to complete all update operations at the same time, the update is an incremental process that needs to go through a series of intermediary states. Guaranteeing consistency is important in order to maintain a normal network service and avoiding loops, black holes and other anomalies. It represents one of the key goals of this algorithm.
1) OVERVIEW OF THE LFUM
LFUM is an updating mechanism that works in a per-flow granularity. Since the update process of different flows is independent of each other, using the divide-and-conquer idea to solve the problem at per-flow granularity does not affect the correctness. For the flows to be updated, when the initial configuration and the final configuration are known, an ordered operation sequence is returned, including four operations, such as tag-and-match. LFUM calculates the order of operations rather than a simple node update order. Therefore, LFUM returns a sequence in the form of [op 1 , op 2 , . . . , op n ]. It is noteworthy features that: (i) any step op i may contain several update operations, but the execution order of these operations in the same step does not affect consistency and correctness; and (ii) the operation in op i+1 cannot be performed until all operations in op i are executed.
In addition, LFUM has three work modes and can adjust the work modes according to network state and flow requirements so that LFUM can achieve an adaptive and differentiated update service. As shown in Fig. 1 , the scheduler determines the update work mode to be adopted according to the network state and flow QoS requirement. The scheduler focuses mainly on the delay and bandwidth requirements of the flows, TCAM resource status and bandwidth occupancy of the nodes in the network, and then determines which resources are the key limiting resources that affect the quality of service. On this basis, leveraging the corresponding update work mode. LFUM consists of three specific update work modes (i.e., Light Weight and Fast Update with Source Routing (LFSR), the Bi-fusion algorithm and the Tri-fusion algorithm), which are used for dealing with different network statuses: (i) for the flows where the delay is the key performance metric, the work mode LFSR that coordinates the segment routing and the two-phase commit mechanism is leveraged to complete the update; (ii) when the bandwidth is prioritized as the key metric, the work mode Bi-fusion algorithm that combines ordered scheduling and the two-phase commit mechanism is adopted as the active work mode; and (iii) when TCAM is prioritized, the Tri-fusion work mode that combines the two-phase commit mechanism, ordered scheduling and source routing is used to maximize the reduction of additional TCAM resources by the update algorithm.
2) AN USECASE OF THE LFUM
A specific algorithm application case is shown in Fig. 4 , which details the process to complete the update case shown in Fig. 2 . The operation sequence calculated by the algorithm contains five operations, and the operation sequence shown in Fig. 4 is a weakly consistent update sequence.
Among them, add_tag(z, f,θ ) and match(v, f, θ , ∅) can ensure path consistency and exiting of the loop on the path <v, z> after one lip, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Finally, the network can converge to the final path to ensure consistency, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Obviously, the algorithm only imposes additional TCAM consumption to node v. In contrast, the traditional two-phase commit algorithm simultaneously adds additional TCAM rules to nodes {u, v, z}. That is, LFUM can effectively reduce TCAM overhead. It is critical to note that LFUM can also achieve the strong consistency update sequences. For instance, in the update case shown in Fig. 4 , supposed the nodes {v, z} perform the match operation simultaneously, and the node u tags the packets to determine the forwarding rules, in this case, the flows move forward either along the initial path or along the final path, which coincides with the strong consistency criterion. Although the strong consistency sequence requires more TCAM consumption than the weak consistency sequence does, it still saves more TCAM resources than the two-phase commit mechanism does.
V. LFUM DESIGN
This section focuses on the LFUM design process including the three specific update work algorithms (LFSR, Bi-fusion and Tri-fusion). The section starts by discussing the design of LFSR, followed by design of Tri-fusion and Bi-fusion with some emphasis on the difference between the Bi-fusion and the Tri-fusion. The core process of LFSR concerns the integration of the source routing with the two-phase commit mechanism. For any flow that needs to be updated, the algorithm first attempts to splice the final path with the existing path segment. If the final path can be spliced, the segmentation with the shortest SLshould be allocated to the flow. If the flow is not segmentable, the two-phase commit mechanism is used to update it. The Bi-fusion algorithm combines the two-phase commit mechanism with the ordered scheduling mechanism. The core of Bi-fusion is to calculate the execution order of the three operations (add_SID, sub and match) of the flow needs to be updated. Notably, the algorithm mechanism hides the possibility of performance deterioration. If most of the nodes need to perform a match operation, the algorithm performance approach to the algorithm based on the two-phase commit mechanism. However, the source routing only imposes an additional SID-installed rule at the ingress node when it is leveraged to complete an update. Therefore, in the operation sequence calculated by the Tri-fusion algorithm where the source routing mechanism takes part, if more than one node in the operation sequence needs to perform a match operation, the corresponding flow is marked as a flow to be verified, and it determines whether the flow is segmentable. When it is segmentable, the flow is updated using the source routing mechanism.
A. DESIGN OF LFSR
Since the performance of LFSR is largely dependent on the amount of segmentable flows, the core of the source routing application in the network update is to identify all the segmentable flows and to allocate appropriate SIDs to these flows. In the algorithm design, we transform the existing path segment allocation problem into a 0-1 Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem and determine whether the flow is segmentable by solving the corresponding ILP model. The specific algorithm architecture is shown in Algorithm 1. All possible segments to splice the final path of the flow f i are searched in the initial configuration to get a set of segment candidates. L represents the hops of the final path of f i , and h represents the maximum number of splicing segments that can be selected in the current ILP modeling process. Subsequently, the algorithm attempts to solve the model. If the model has no solution, the value of h is increased by 1 and, then, the model is rebuilt until becomes solvable or h exceeds the limit (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] . If the final model has a solution, the algorithm returns the SID of the flow. Otherwise, if the model is unsolvable, it returns an empty set. The algorithm marks that flow as unsegmentable. The update will be completed afterward by the two-phase commit mechanism. The ILP modeling is shown in Equations 1-4.
Algorithm 1
Subject to : ∀seg x,y ∈ C : w
∀e ∈ P f :
The optimization object is to obtain the maximum the Equation (1). In Equation (1), Boolean variable metric represents whether the flow f is segmentable and L f and L f * represent the hop number of the final path and spliced path, respectively. In the constraints, the Boolean variable w f x,y represents whether the segmentseg x,y is used in the final VOLUME 7, 2019 path segmentation of the flow f , and the Boolean variable a e x,y represents whether edge e in the final path of flow f is in the splicing segment seg x,y . The constraint expressed by Equation (3) is that the spliced path must include all links in the final path. Equation (4) The difference between the Bi-fusion and the Tri-fusion occurs after the operation sequence of add_tag, match and sub are calculated, during the determination of whether the source routing mechanism is used to update the flows whose operation sequences contain more than one matchoperation. Therefore, there is no need to introduce the Bi-fusion algorithm solely, and the architecture of the Tri-fusion algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. For a flow needing to be updated f i , the algorithm first extracts the constraints based on the updated information, and then performs Linear Programming (LP) modeling based on these constraints. If the model has a solution, the update operation sequence can be obtained; if the model has no solution, the constraints are adjusted, and the solution is remodeled until an update operation sequence is obtained (lines 2-6). If there is more than one node in the sequence that needs to perform a match operation, the algorithm checks to see whether the flow can be updated by the source routing mechanism. If the flow can be spliced, the flow is updated by the source routing mechanism; otherwise, it is updated sequentially using the calculated operation sequence. Naturally, if the number of match operations in the operation sequence is less than or equal to 1, the network is updated according to the operation sequence (lines [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The mechanism of the source routing has been described in (Section IV.A), and the solving process of the operation sequence op can be decomposed into three key modules, namely, constraint extraction, constraint replacement, and model solving. These three modules will be discussed in detail later in this section.
1) CONSTRAINT EXTRACTION
In the process of maintaining a network consistency update requires a path correction that is loop-free and blackhole-free. The maintenance of these properties constrains the update operation sequence. Constraint extraction is the process of extracting the corresponding constraints under the current network conditions.
T(a, d) refers to the update time of the rule of the destination node d from node a. The larger the value is, the later the node rule update time is. Also, P(b, d, t) is the path of node b to node d at time t. In particular, the initial path is denoted as
P(b, d, 0) and the final path is denoted as P(b, d, f). In addition, this paper proposes the concept called the ''key front node''.
Definition: For the flow path <s. . . k. . . n. . . d>, the key front nodes of n are the set of nodes in the path before n that satisfy the following properties: (1) whether the node is updated or not can interrupt the forwarding of the initial path or the final path; and (2) when intermediary nodes exist in the path to node n, the next hop of all intermediary nodes will be the same in both the initial and final states. Fig. 2 depicts that in the initial network configuration, both node u and node z satisfy property 1 of the key front for node v. Since node u does not satisfy property 2, the key front of v is node z. The set of key predecessor nodes is labeled as KN(n, f,θ ), where n is the desired node, f is the specific flow, and θ is the network state, namely, the initial state or the final state.
a: BLACK HOLE-FREE CONSTRAINTS
A routing black hole occurs when a node in the path lacks a corresponding rule to the destination node. However, since we assume that both the initial configuration and the final configuration are correct, the routing black hole can only occur when the following conditions exist simultaneously: 1. In the initial configuration or the final configuration, node a does not possess a corresponding rule to the destination node. 2. During the update transition state, when the flow to the destination node passes through the node, no rule exists to destination d. Therefore, the constraint to ensure the network has no black hole during the update can be abstracted as Rule 1:
Rule 1: For flow f and the network configuration {G i , G f }, a node a has a rule to the destination node d in a certain configuration S that represents either the initial or final state of the network, but in another configuration {G i , G f /S, no rule to the destination node exists. For any p ∈ KN (a, f , S), the update of node a must obey the following constraints:
T(a, d)>T(p, d), S represents the initial configuration; 2. T(a, f) < T(p, f), S represents the final configuration.
If node a does not have a forwarding rule to d before the update, node a must complete the update before all of its key front nodes update. Therefore, when the flow to d passes through a, a has already installed the corresponding forwarding rule by the update. Thus, when node a removes the forwarding rules to d through the update process, it must guarantee that the initial rules to d in node a cannot be removed before the corresponding final rules of its initial key front node are enabled by updates, thus ensuring that the flow to d is no longer forwarded through a.
b: LOOP-FREE CONSTRAINT
Given the initial configuration G i and the final configuration G f , we can enumerate all the loops of the flow f in G i ∪ G f [27] . The nodes in the loop L can be divided into two types:L init and L fin according to whether their next hop is in the initial path or final one, as shown in Fig. 2 . Node z belongs to L init as its path to v is part of the initial path; and node v belongs to L fin because its path to z is the final path. Accordingly, the constraint rules can be extracted as follows:
Rule 2: The nodes in the set L init must be updated before the nodes in L fin .
It is noteworthy to mention that the two-phase commit mechanism can guarantee the updated loop-free feature, and the use case is shown in Fig. 4 . Since the initial and final configurations are correct, the tag-and-match operation of the two-phase commit mechanism can effectively avoid a loop. As long as a node n in L init ∪L fin maintains the initial and final rules simultaneously, and matches the label added by its key front node, the loop-free characteristic can be ensured. For the update scenario shown in Fig. 4 , by performing the labeling operation at node z and the match operation at node v, the network update can preserve the loop-free property. Node n causes the packet to leave the loop at most after one round of loop as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The sequence obtained under this constraint is a weak consistent sequence. To calculate a strong consistency update sequence, a match operation on all nodes in L init ∪ L fin and match the labels of the key front nodes need to be performed. For the update scenario shown in Fig. 4 , implementing add_tag operation on node u and match operation on node v, z is capable of preserving the loop-free.
The constrained abstraction of two-phase commit is divided into two steps, namely, add_tag and match. To maintain consistency, the node needs to maintain the duplication matching state during the update process. Therefore, when using the two-phase commit mechanism, the following update constraint rules must be satisfied.
Rule 3: If the nodes in set a need to be duplicated, then for any node x to be updated where x / ∈ a, there is a T(x, d)>T (a,d) , and the updates of the nodes in a can be completed in the same step.
c: PATH CORRECTNESS CONSTRAINT
The update process ensures that packets can only be forwarded along the initial or final path. Based on this requirement, the update order of the nodes has the following constraint rules.
Rule 4:
In the final configuration, node b is the next hop of node a and has the rules to the destination node. In addition, when a is a node to be updated and P(b, d, 0) =P(b, d, f) , then a must be updated after b. If a is updated before b, a path inconsistency will occur; therefore, it must hold that
T(a)>T(b).
Rule 5: In the final configuration, node b is the next hop of a and is a node to be updated. In addition, node b has rules to the destination node, and P(b, d, 0) = P(b, d, f) . If the next hop of a is the destination node d, then all key front nodes x in the initial configuration must be updated before a; otherwise, a path inconsistency will occur; therefore, it must hold that T(a) >T(x) . Similarly, path correction can also be guaranteed by the two-phase commit mechanism.
Based on the above three types of loop-free, blackholefree, and path correction constraints, for the update shown in Fig. 2 , the update order constraints that the algorithm can extract are as follows:
The above three constraint formulas cannot be established at the same time. Put simply, the simple ordered scheduling update mechanism cannot update the network consistently. It is noteworthy mentioning that for the same constraint requirements, such as the loop-free constraint, the constraints extracted by the ordered scheduling mechanism and the constraints abstracted by the two-phase commit mechanism can both guarantee a loop-free path. Therefore, when the update constraints are unsolvable, the algorithm introduces the two-phase commit mechanism into the network update. For the same update requirement, the constraint generated by the two-phase commit mechanism can be used to replace the constraint extracted by the ordered scheduling, and update the model.
2) CONSTRAINT REPLACEMENT a: CONSTRAINT LOGIC
The premise for replacing the model constraints is to clarify the logical relationship between the constraints, and the relationship between the constraints can be placed into a dependency relationship and a replacement relationship.
(
1) Replacement
The relationship between different constraints that can limit the same anomalies is called a ''replacement relationship''. For example, in the loop <v, z> shown in Fig. 2 , VOLUME 7, 2019 the constraint based on the ordered scheduling update mechanism and the constraint based on the two-phase commit mechanism can both limit the occurrence of the loop. Therefore, the two constraints are mutually replaceable. In fact, the algorithm stores all the alternative constraints for the currently active constraints generated by consistency features (i.e., the loop-free, blackhole-free, and path correction constraints), which are used in constrain replacement.
(2) Dependencies Constraint dependencies are created for tag-and-match constraints to prevent tags from being overwritten or removed before the tag arrives at the aiming node and completes the match operation.
To avoid malicious label rewriting, the algorithm establishes a constraint dependency between the original tag-andmatch constraint and the node that can change the label involved in the tag-and-match process. When tagged packets pass through a node a, which can change the tag before it reaches the target node, the constraint dependency established by the algorithm causes node a to perform only the forwarding action without changing the tag.
b: CONSTRAINT REPLACEMENT PROCESS
After the relationships between the constraints are defined, a constraint can be replaced with its alternative constraint that limits the same anomaly to remodel and provide a solution. In addition, the constraint replacement process always uses the label-match constraint to replace the ordered scheduling constraints. That is, the constraint replacement is a one-way process.
This means that once the ordered scheduling constraint is replaced, it will never be activated again. This strategy guarantees the convergence of the algorithm. That is, in the extreme case, there is no ordered scheduling constraint in the active constraint set, and the algorithm degenerates to the two-phase commit mechanism.
The algorithm quickly finds a set of solvable constraints by constraint replacement. The constraint replacement is to find a constraint pair (R, M), where R is the constraint in the unsolvable constraint set, and M is the label-match constraint to replace R. In general, M is the constraint with the least dependency constraints in the alternative set of R. For the purpose of algorithm optimization, it is also possible to backtrack all the possible replacement solutions to find the optimal one. When the algorithm performs constraint replacement, it should maintain the logical semantics of the original constraint. The constraint replacement not only replaces the initial constraints with tag-and-match constraints but also affects other constraints in the active constraint set. Therefore, the constraint replacement consists of several steps. The basic principle of these steps is to ensure that the logic semantics of the initial constraints remain unchanged on the basis of the completion of constraint replacement. The process of the replacement process can be abstracted as follows:
1. Remove all constraints in the active constraint set that can be replaced by M , because the anomalies restricted by these constraints will be limited by the new tag-andmatch constraint. 2. Add the dependency constraint of M to the active constraint set. Similarly, this means removing the constraints that are alternatives to the dependency constraints of M . 3. The algorithm will reset some ordered scheduling constraints to maintain the logic semantics of the initial constraints. If a node r involved in the ordered scheduling constraint needs to perform a duplication and matching operation in the tag-and-match constraint, then the node in the ordered scheduling constraint needs to be reset. Specifically, if node r needs to perform a duplication match operation in the tagand-matched constraints, that is, match (r, f,θ ,∅), then the constraint T(x, d) < T(r, f) will be reset to a series of constraints T(x, d)<T(z, f), where z is the key front node of r. This reset operation preserves the semantics of the original constraints. The original constraint requires node x to be updated before node r; after the tag-match constraint is added, whether node r takes the initial path or the final path depends on the data flow label. The modified sequential update constraint requires node x to be updated before updating the set of nodes before node r or enabling the final rule tag, and the key front update of node r and the final rule tag enable will directly cause noder to enable the final rule. Therefore, the rewritten constraints will maintain the logical semantics of the original constraints. Similarly, constraints of the type T(x, d)>T(r, d) are also overwritten by the algorithm using the same principle.
3) APPLICATION AND MODELING OF CONSTRAINED PERMUTATION RELATIONS
This section explains how to use the constraint replacement principle to process the update case shown in fig. 2 , and obtain the weak consistency sequence shown in fig. 4 . The ordered scheduling constrains of the update case were extracted in (Section IV.S). The alternative constraints and the established lp model are shown in Table 2 . Here, t u represents the moment when the rules of node u to d are updated. for simplicity, we use phrase match(x) to represent the alternative tag-and-match constraint, where x denotes the node that performs the match operation. Since the extracted ordered scheduling update constraint cannot be satisfied at the same time, the established lp model is unsolvable, and the ordered scheduling mechanism cannot complete the network solely. to obtain the operation sequence, it is necessary to replace the ordered scheduling constraints with its alternative tag-and-match constraints. Here, we replace the constraint t (v, d) constraint add_tag(z, f,θ ) and match(v, f,θ ,∅) . To do that, the constraint t (v, d)>t(z, d) is first removed from the active constraint set. at the same time, constraint t(u, d)>t(v, d) is removed because the relationship between it andtag-andmatch constraint add_tag(z, f,θ), match(v, f,θ ,∅) is also a replacement. The tag-and-match constraint is then added to the active constraint set. it is noteworthy to mention that there is no dependency constraint of the added constraint and the node v that performs the match operation has no active ordered scheduling constraints associated with it, so no other rules need to be added, and no rules need to be reset. The constraints after replacement process are shown in Table 3 . Because the premise of the tag-and-match constraint must maintain rule 3, the built lp model has constraints t v > t u, t z . At this time, the lp model after the replacement is solvable, and solving the model can obtain the update sequence of the three nodes <u, v, z>. Combined with the tag and match operation, the update operation sequence shown in Fig. 4 can be obtained, and the flow can be updated consistently. Moreover, the operation sequence only introduces redundant tcam entries in the node v and does not need to attempt to use the source routing mechanism to update the flow. finally, if we perform match operationon node v and z to replace loop-free Constraint t (v, d) >t(z, d) , we obtain a strong consistency operation sequence with additional tcam consumption on nodes v and z. in this case, source routing is a feasible alternative technique to update the flow with low tcam overhead and delay.
>t(z, d) with its alternative tag-and-match

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To verify the validity of the proposed updating mechanism, we tested the performance of each work mode of the proposed LFUM with the actual topological dataset at a specific optimization priority and compared the performance of the objective work mode with those of previous techniques [5] , [16] and other work mode
A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
For the sake of universality and reality, we designed the experimental scheme based on the dataset of Rocketfuel topologies [28] . The specific topology information is shown in Table 4 . this. The experiments randomly selected 10% of the nodes from each topology as the destination node, and then calculated the shortest path from every node to the destinations in the initial topology as the initial configuration. Subsequently, we randomly changed the weights of 50% of the links in the whole network, and the weights can be any value within the initial topology link weight range. Afterward, we reran the shortest path algorithm on the changed topology and the shortest path returned is used as the final configuration of the network.
To verify the superiority of the algorithm, we not only tested the performance of every work mode of LFUM but also compared every work mode with the newly proposed algorithm [16] and the algorithm based on the traditional two-phase commit mechanism [5] . Because GPIA+FED in [16] and the algorithms in [5] represent strong consistency algorithms, for the validity of the results, both the Bi-fusion and the Tri-fusion algorithms try to solve the strong consistency update operation sequence in the experiments. In addition, the validation of experiments was also ensured by 200 repeated experiments to guarantee the data validity.
B. EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOMES
In the experiments, TCAM overhead reduction, the number of update steps, and the required tag length are the main verification metrics. These three values characterize the TCAM consumption, the update delay, and the bandwidth consumption of the process. In this paper, different update strategies are selected according to different network status and flow requirements, and if a specific update strategy is optimal in its core performance, for example, the Tri-fusion algorithm is optimal in TCAM overhead reduction compared with all comparison algorithms, the effectiveness of the proposed update mechanism can be demonstrated.
1) UPDATE DELAY
In this paper, the lfum adopts the lfsr algorithm when the delay becomes a bottleneck that restricts network performance, and the update delay mainly consists of the update operation implementation time and the algorithm running time. therefore, The update time delay can be measured by means of the algorithm's time cost and the number of operation steps.
To better illustrate the update delay of each algorithm, we adopt the most complex topology (as1239) as an example. the number of update steps required by the different algorithms are shown in Table 5 when updating 50%, 90% and 100% of the flows to be updated. as Table 5 shows, the lfsr algorithm requires the smallest number of updating steps. for flows are not segmentable, the algorithm uses two-phase VOLUME 7, 2019 commit mechanism, which requires three steps to update when the tcam resources are abundant; for segmentable flows, As described in iv.a, the source routing mechanism only needs to complete the installation of the sl to the packet headers; afterwards, the packets can be forwarded along the final path immediately, and the whole update process can be completed in only three steps. When either the bi-fusion algorithm or the tri-fusion algorithm are used, the number of update steps is obviously larger than those of the other algorithms. moreover, the number of update steps is not fixed: the number of update steps are equal to the length of the longest update sequence in the network.
To measure the time cost of each algorithm, the average runtime for 200 algorithm executions is taken as the time cost metric of the algorithm. The algorithms were run on a computer equipped with a 2.2 ghz intel xeon e5-2407 cpu with 16 gb of ddr3 memory. The operating system was ubuntu 14.04. the final experimental results are shown in Table 6 , which lists the average algorithm runtimes for the most complex topology, as1239. The experimental results show that the lfum can support multiple update applications [16] , such as network policy updates, traffic engineering, etc., especially the update scenario where the execution time is in the magnitude of minutes. also, The experiments show that the lfsr algorithm has the shortest running time, and combined with the outcome of experiments to measure the number of update steps, the lfsr can forward the flows along the final path after installing the sid list. Therefore, the lfsr algorithm can make the users experience the shortest update delay.
2) TCAM OVERHEAD REDUCTION
Where TCAM resources are prioritized, the update mechanism LFUM uses the Tri-fusion algorithm to update the network. To verify the performance of the Tri-fusion algorithm for the reduction of TCAM overhead, we adopted the TCAM overhead, which is introduced by the two-phase commit mechanism under the same conditions as the baseline and calculated the TCAM overhead imposed by the remaining algorithms and compare these with the two-phase commit mechanism. The TCAM overhead reduction is defined by formulation (N TPC -N x )/N TPC , where the N TPC represents the additional TCAM resources consumed by the two-phase commit mechanism to update the network, and N x is the TCAM resources consumed by the corresponding algorithm to complete the network update under the same conditions. For example, N TFUA represents the TCAM rule entries that the Tri-fusion algorithm needs to consume to update the network. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 in the form of a Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). Any point (x, y) of the curve in Fig. 5 represents that compared with the two-phase commit mechanism, and the corresponding algorithm can save at least x * 100% of the TCAM overhead in the y * 100% experiment.
The experimental results show that compared with other algorithms, the Tri-fusion can achieve a greater proportion of TCAM resource savings overall, especially at the minimum reduction value. As shown in topology AS1239 of Fig. 5(b) , the Tri-fusion algorithm provides at least an 85% reduction of the additional TCAM overhead and improves by at least 9%, 65%, and 82% compared to the Bi-fusion, LFSR, and GPIA+FED algorithms, respectively. In addition, in all the experimental topologies, the Tri-fusion algorithm achieved a zero-overhead update in at least 48.61% of the repeated experiments. As shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d) , performing the Tri-fusion algorithm on topology AS1239, which has more nodes and a more complex topology, is better than its performance on AS3967, so the algorithm does not deteriorate as the network size increases. It has good scalability.
The envisage that the reason behind why the performance of Tri-fusion is better than other comparable algorithms is obvious. The LFSR and GPIA+FED is simply a sequential use of two mechanisms: source routing and two-phase commit, or ordered scheduling and two-phase commit. If the percentage of unsegmentable flows is rather high, the LFUM imposes lots of TCAM overhead into the network. For GPIA+FED, the length of the consistent update sequence calculated by GPIA is rather unstable. If the sequence does not exist or the sequence length is smaller than the number of nodes to be updated, the remaining nodes are updated through the FED algorithm which is based on the twophase commit mechanism. Hence, a large TCAM overhead is imposed to networks. Similarly, the Bi-fusion algorithm will be degenerated to two-phase commit if the ordered scheduling mechanisms loses efficacy. By contrast, because the Trifusion algorithm leverage three different update mechanism and the three update mechanisms are made synergistic utilization at the node operation granularity. Therefore, the three mechanisms can complement each other. If a single update mechanism has a poor update effect, another two mechanisms can still effectively update the remaining nodes in most cases. The latter ensures that the vast majority of nodes in the network are updated without duplication. Hence, compared with prior techniques, Tri-fusion algorithm is more stable under light forwarding changes and more applicable under heavy forwarding changes. 
3) EXTRA BANDWIDTH CONSUMPTION
Both the two-phase commit mechanism and the source routing need to label the packet header to complete the network update, so both of them will cause additional bandwidth consumption. The distribution of different tag lengths added by different algorithms for the flows can effectively reflect the extra bandwidth consumption of the network. Therefore, this experiment measures the extra bandwidth consumption by using the tag length distribution of each algorithm. For the sake of brevity, only the distribution of the label lengths of different algorithms in the repeated experiments of the most complex topology AS1239 is recorded in Table 7 . It can be seen from the experimental results that the LFSR algorithm introduces the most bandwidth consumption to the network because the final path may require multiple old path segments to complete the splicing; therefore, the length of the added SID list is rather long. The additional bandwidth consumption introduced by the Bi-fusion algorithm mechanism is the smallest, and an average of 97.17% of the flows can be updated without tags; the remaining 2.83% of the flows can be updated with only one tag. That is, only a small part of the flow needs to be updated by use of tag-and-match, and this can also be verified in Fig. 5(b) . Since the Tri-fusion algorithm enables the source routing mechanism, some flows need to be installed with SID lists; as a result, additional bandwidth consumption is introduced. In summary, the Bi-fusion algorithm consumes the fewest additional bandwidth resources.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the QoS-aware flow classification, this paper proposes an adaptive update mechanism for SDN called LFUM, and designs several update algorithms, for instance, the Tri-fusion algorithm, for different work modes. This paper combines the QoS requirements of the flows with the real-time status of the network to determine the main factors limiting the current network performance and, thus, adjusts the update work mode. The LFUM proposed in this paper provides an ''update mechanism'' with three working modes. Moreover, experiments have verified that the three working models can achieve superior performance in terms of TCAM overhead reduction, update delay and bandwidth consumption savings. The work described in this paper has great significance and reference value for realizing fine-grained control of SDN networks and improving the network resource utilization.
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